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Today the sunlight conjured the most brilliant mosaics, reflecting from each leaf and wisp of cloud. It 

was as if there was pure joy in the light as if it were happy to create art where it shone, warm and 

steady. 

Alex woke up thinking maybe Maria would still be sleeping beside him, but to his disappointment, she 

was already gone. After freshening up, he stepped into the hall for breakfast. There, Maria, Luna, 

Artemia, Gracier, Saeko, Kuina, and Sakuya were sitting, waiting for him. Alex did not find Incursio; she 

must be busy taking care of something; he was not worried about her. 

''Good morning, everyone.'' Alex greeted everyone as he sat in the main chair, he wanted to start eating, 

but because everyone was looking at him, he stopped and heaved a sigh. 

''It is because of my left eye?'' He asked when he knew they were looking at him, obviously because of 

his left eye. His left eye was now silver, unlike the previous green; he still got heterochromia eyes but 

not green- ice blue; currently, it was silver-ice blue. This new combination was so beautiful that one 

could not keep their eyes from him. This new pair of eyes, coupled with Alex's handsome features, got 

highlighted, a deadly combination that increased his charm to the extreme. 

''Beautiful!'' Gracier declared as if she was under a charm; she was not the only one, though. Even 

Maria, who had seen them before anyone, was also under the charm. 

''Beautiful but dangerous this silver eye. I felt uncomfortable staring into it for a long time.'' Sakuya said, 

and the others nodded. 

''What happened to your left eye? Why has it become silver?'' Luna asked while trying to remember 

where she had seen this kind of eye; it didn't take too long for her to know that Silveria got silver eyes, 

the same eyes as Alex's left eye. 

''It is a gift. Do not ask for now. Let's eat I'm hungry. I felt like I haven't eaten anything in a couple of 

days.'' Alex said, forcing them to stop the questioning; he felt like they would be spending all their time 

on this subject if he were to give in. He had a lot to do, so he spent no time playing, and with the 

answer, he gave them, most of them would have already connected the dots. 

''Let's eat,'' Artemia suggested as well, and everyone nodded. 

Breakfast was soft pancakes and berries, as warm as they would be in the sun, maple syrup threaded 

upon the top. It remains by Alex's favorite breakfast, yet it has nothing at all to do with the food. He 

loved it because others were there present as well. After all, his loved ones were in the same room. It's 

odd how humans transfer emotions that way, as if they couldn't quite accept how quickly they fell in 

love. 

Sleeping together, waking up together, and sharing breakfast together, those simple gestures were what 

make life with your loved ones enjoyable as in simple things do we find happiness. So, Alex believed. 

After the breakfast, Alex asked them to follow him somewhere. 

''Where are we going?" Gracier asked. 



''In a forest to train before raiding dungeons,'' Alex responded before taking the sky. 

Kuina wanted to ask which forest he selected but stopped as everyone had already followed Alex. Soon, 

they were flying; they headed northeast to the capital, and fifteen minutes later, they arrived at their 

destination. 

The forest was colossal, bright, and flourishing. Its canopy was marked by poplar, alder, and walnut, and 

occasional openings in their crowns allowed plenty of light through for a mishmash of sprouts to sprout 

in the flat, fertile grounds below. 

Curving climbing plants grasped most trees, and a hodgepodge of flowers, which claimed remnants of 

light, brightened up the otherwise dark lower level. 

A tumult of sounds, most belonging to rummaging critters, brightened up the forest and were 

accompanied by the occasional roar of a large animal trying to scare away predators. 

''It is Greenland,'' Kuina said as soon as they landed in this forest. Greenland is the name of this forest, 

and it was named because of its giant trees and green scenery. 

''You choose this forest because it has the property to quickly restore itself after receiving damage and 

because there was a special dungeon in the depth of this forest, right?" After a quick analysis, Kuina 

said, and Alex nodded. 

''Okay, I want to fight. I will be fighting both Artemia and Maria at first.'' Alex declared; his declaration 

made everyone frown, especially those two; they felt like he was looking down on them; he was saying 

they would lose too easily if they were to take him on alone and as women with a lot of pride, this hurts 

them. It doesn't matter if he was their man; he must not look down on them because he was their man 

and knew them best. 

Alex could feel the tension in the air; he could see that the girls had misunderstood him; therefore, he 

ought to correct this misunderstood asap or else it would create a problem in the future. 

''My bad, my suggestion was not because I'm looking down on you but because there is something I 

wanted to test. I know your strength the best, so believe in me and do as I've said.'' 

''Okay.'' 

Now that he had given them this explanation, they understood and accepted to follow his order. It was 

quite funny when one thinks about it. Usually, his order shouldn't have made them react as they did, but 

because they thought they were stronger on their own, they thought they could take him on alone. 

Gracier and the others decided to put some distance between them and the three; they would watch 

the fight from the distance, while waiting for their turn. 

The little devil secretly prayed to be selected; next, she wanted to fight her brother; it would be good if 

Kuina were put into her group as she was also a fire user, a Fox and a dragon fighting Alex should make a 

nice combination, Gracier thought. 

Meanwhile, Alex was facing Artemia and Maria, both ready to start. 

Screeee! 



A yellow lightning attack extending from Artemia's arm shortened the distance between her and Alex in 

an instant. 

Craaaaaash! Boom! 

Alex avoided the extremely-sharp lightning attack by stepping to the side, and without looking back, he 

blocked Maria's sword. 

Clank! 

Her hand felt numb as a terrific force coming from Alex's dagger went inside her arm; she understood 

that she would lose if she didn't fight in her serious mode. 

''Blitz!" 

Alex called out a skill name, and immediately lightning chains shot out from their back, trying to pierce 

Maria's back; however, she reacted faster and escaped; she joined Artemia, and together they stared at 

Alex as if they were looking at a freak. 

''Damn! Every time he will surprise us with a new skill. Let's go all out; if not, I think we might not even 

last five minutes.'' Artemia said, and Maria nodded; she also felt like Artemia. 

''Ice Goddess Mode'' 

''Lightning Goddess Mode'' 

Boom! When the two activated their strongest form, the trees in the surrounding were uprooted and 

shredded into pieces; lightning and ice combined to create a white lightning blizzard. 

" Lightning Chains"Artemia shouted; her hair was dazzling gold like a celestial, and lightning danced 

around her head like a golden crown. 

Multiple lightning chains appeared and quickly rushed toward Alex. 

The attack was several times faster than Alex's Blitz, the one he had shot a few moments ago. 

Meanwhile, Maria also acted; she modified the temperature, trying to infiltrate Alex's cells through his 

pores; she wanted to slow down his reaction; she also activated her domain, slowly turning the ground 

into ice. Artemia would not let him use the silver gun to cancel their magics. 

Their combination was perfect; however, they made one miscalculation which was to think that Alex still 

needed to use his gun to cancel magic. 

From a distance, Gracier understood something and shouted. 

''Big sisters immediately fall back.'' She tried to warn them, but unfortunately, it was already too late. 

Since the beginning, Alex had never lost his smile; the way he was looking at them was as if a child who 

was about to play cricket. 

''Nemesis's Eye!" Alex finally tested the silver eye; he saw how the mana was structured; it was complex, 

but he could see the key point, and he had just to alter it; he saw how more complex mana covered 

their bodies from inside outside, to make them closer to their respective elements, to make them use 



their elements like it should be used, he felt like they were not using like they should use it but now 

wasn't the time for this, he had to end this fight and with just a thought, he broke the key points of their 

forms. 

Artemia and Maria got goosebumps all over their bodies at that instant, and under their astonished 

eyes, their magics, and their ultimate forms, got canceled. 

''Ehh???'' 
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''Nemesis's Eye!" 

Alex finally tested the silver eye; he saw how the mana was structured; it was complex, but he could see 

the key point, and he had just to alter it; he saw how more complex mana covered their bodies from 

inside outside to make them closer to their respective elements, to make them use their elements like it 

should be used, he felt like they were not using like they should use it but now wasn't the time for this, 

he had to end this fight. With just a thought, he broke the key points of their forms. 

Artemia and Maria got goosebumps all over their bodies at that instant, and under their astonished 

eyes, their magics, and their ultimate forms, got canceled. 

''Ehh???'' 

Maria, Artemia, and the others who were watching were left speechless, their mouth hanging agape; 

they couldn't believe what was happening w. It was too absurd, too shocking, not to cause them a such 

shock. 

Artemia and Maria felt something touching them in the stomach, followed by a burning sensation. 

A dull pulsing pain crept up their leg, increasing in intensity every second. Ten seconds passed, and then 

another ten. The pain would soon become unbearable. They wanted to give up; there was no way they 

could keep going feeling like this. Several voices echoed through their head. Some telling them 

everything will be fine; others tell them it won't be. 

They squeezed their eyes shut tight, and their face turned to a grimace. Swallowing the pain and 

ignoring it the best they could be their only option. But after a few more moments of pure focus, they 

managed to block out the pain enough to make it nothing more than a minor annoyance. It'll last a 

while, but they'll manage. 

A few minutes later, the pain subsided, and they were back on their feet, and the next thing they did 

was walk toward Alex and question him. 

''It is our loss. How did you do it? It is because of your new eye?" Maria asked; Artemia was also curious; 

she was not the only one. Gracier and the others also wanted to know; although they had speculated 

that this was because of his left eye, they still needed his confirmation. 

''Calm down, will you?" Alex stopped them as they tried to swarm him; after successfully putting some 

space between him and the others w he could now answer their questions. 

''Yes, it's because of my left eye, my new eye, that I could do that.'' 



''Wow! So cool. Our enemy who knew you could only cancel magic and skills with your silver gun would 

be seriously surprised if you did what you have done today.'' Luna said. The others nodded; what most 

people knew was that Alex could cancel any magic and skills with his silver bullet; some had started to 

prepare countermeasures; all they had to do was not to let him shoot; if you could not shoot, then how 

could you cancel any magic or skill? 

However, now with his silver eye, Alex could cancel any magic or skill with just a thought beyond his 

previous capacity; it went without saying that his enemy would be shocked because their 

countermeasures would not work on Alex anymore. 

''What an overpowered ability; I want an eye like that. I will be invincible if I have an eye like that.'' Kuina 

declared; she did not hide the envy in her voice; she truly desired the silver eye owned by Alex; with this 

eye, she would like a phoenix soaring through the sky undisturbed and master of the sky. 

Her words and thoughts amused Alex; Silveria's eyes, although special and powerful, are far from 

invincible as they are few systems they couldn't work against. 

Alex's expression changed abruptly, and he summoned his guns, something he had not done when 

fighting Artemia and Maria. 

''Purgatory!" She shouted, and the sky above them turned dark as if night had fallen. 

''Wheel of Chaos!" Incursio shouted. A deathly gray wheel condensed above her head as she descended 

from the sky. 

As the Wheel of Chaos condensed, its sinister presence sliced through the night curtain, bringing back 

the light. 

Alas, the return of light didn't bring back colors. The sky was now dyed with the color of deathly gray, 

just like the wheel itself. 

Maria and others heard cries of anguish and howls of sorrow. 

As they heard these ominous sounds, they sensed a feeling of decimation. This feeling resonated with 

their hearts, and they felt the world was full of suffering and dissatisfaction. 

The weaker living beings inside Greenland even experienced the cycle of life; birth, life, death, and 

rebirth. They realized there was neither salvation nor nirvana, and if they wanted relief from this 

neverending cycle, there was only one choice. 

''Close your senses and do not try using your elements,'' Artemia shouted, and the girls followed her 

command. They crouched, their hands on top of their ears as they cut off any connections with the 

outside world. This method seemed to have worked as they couldn't hear those cries any longer. 

Meanwhile, Alex didn't move; he was looking at the gray wheel and the mist coming out of it, and he 

chuckled. This gray mist was the chaos energy, not the pure one, but it was still the same energy as the 

two shared a source. Alex wondered if Nemesis's Eye could work on it. 

''I won't know unless I tried it unless I've experienced the real thing,'' Alex murmured before activating 

his Nemesis's Eye. 



He could see the structure of the wheel of chaos, but unlike the mana system, it was more complex, and 

the nodes (key points) seemed non-existent,t which made things difficult for Alex, but he still had a 

solution. 

Incursio, who thought she would win as she had been spied on the ground a few minutes ago, stopped 

in her track when she found herself in the middle of the silver domain. 

''Nemesis's Domain!'' 

Alex's hair elongated, turning silver and his two eyes seemed to have turned silver; time stopped, 

everything seemed to have been erased, and Incursio was frozen, unable to move. 
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Incursio] 

Class: ???? 

Age: 25 

Female 

Race: ????? 

「 Rank 15 Demigod] 

Level 160 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 12000/12000 

Magic: Fire; Wind, Dark; Ice, Space... 

Attack: 6050 

Defense: 4400 

Agility: 4600 

Intelligence: 3500 

Luck: 2000 

BP: 0 

SP: 50 

Gift: ?????? 

???????? 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 8] [Wind Art Level 5] [Dimensional Art Level 5] [Lightning Art Level 5] [Time Art 

Level 7] ????? 



Special Abilities: [Purgatory] [Devour] [Wheel of Chaos]???? 

Titles: [Monster] [Genius] [Slaughter Queen] [Rebel] [Destroyer] [Devourer ] [Maiden in Love] [The one 

seeking freedom] 

°°°°°° 

[Freya .P..] 

Class: Ice Queen 

Age: 87 

Female 

Race: Human? 

「 Rank 15] [Demigod] 

Level 175 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 12000/12000 

Magic: Ice Element 

Attack: 6000 

Defense: 4000 

Agility: 5000 

Intelligence: 5000 

Luck: 3000 

BP: 0 

SP: 40 

Gift: Ice Lotus 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Hand in Hand Art Level 10] [Presence Detection Level 10] [Ice Art Level 10] 

[Frost Steps Level 8] ????? 

Special Abilities: [Ice Domain] [Snow World] [Frozen World]... 

Titles: [Genius] [Hard Worker] [Ice Constitution] [Slaughtered] [Ice Queen] [Emotionless Doll] [Seeker] 

°°°°°° 

[Typhania Malia E.???] 

Class: ??? 



Age: 350 

Female 

Race: High Elf 

「 Rank 15?] [Demigod] 

Level 177 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 20000/20000 

Magic: Spirit/Wind/???? 

Attack: 8000 

Defense: 7000 

Agility: 7000 

Intelligence: 5000 

Luck: 6000 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: 

Skills: [Spirit Art Level 10] [Sword Art Level 10] [Archery Art Level 10] [Hand in Hand Art Level 10] 

[Presence Detection Level 10] [Shift Level 10] ????? 

Special Abilities: [Yyddrasil] [?????] [?????] 

Titles: [Genius] [Hard Worker] [Natural Born leader] [Child of Nature] [Elven Queen] [Strongest] [Cursed] 

[????] 

••••• 

『[Gracier Alexandra Touch] 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 138 

Class: Fire Empress 

Age: 16 

Female 

Race: High Half-Elf/ Dragon 



Experience Value: 24000/410100 

Magic Power: 5000/5000 

Magic: Fire Magic 

Attack: 1900 

Defense: 1800 

Agility: 1700 

Intelligence: 1300 

Luck: 1050 

BP: 50 

SP: 0 

Gift: Ignia's Bracelet 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Presence Detection Level 5] [Chantless Magic Level 8] [Fire Art 

Level 10]] [Archery Level Max] [Blaze Steps Level 10] [Golden Arrows Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Dragon Eye Level 10 Max] [Flame Wings Level 4] [Dragon's Breath Level Level 5] [Lord 

of Hundred Flames] [Dragon Form: Fear Mode] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] [Slaughterer] (New) 

°°°°°° 

『[Alice White] 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 143 

Class: Magic swordmaster 

Age: 11 

Female 

Race: ??? 

Experience Value (XP): 0/ 500600 

MP: 6000/6000 

Magic: Wind/Space/Fire/Lightning/Darkness 

ATK: 2500 

DEF: 2000 



AGI: 2200 

INT: 1620 

LUK: 1270 

BP: 40 

SP: 0 

Gift: White Lady 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10 Max] [Wind Arrow Level 10] [Wind Waltz Level 4] [Mana Recovery Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 10] [Fire Ar Level 10] [Lightning Art Level 4] [Darkness Art Level 1] [Dark 

Golden wave] 

Special abilities: [Reality Render] [Sword Severance] [Dark World] [????] 

Titles:[Slaughter] [Copycat] [Emotionless Doll] 

°°°°°° 

『[Eris Wolfang] 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 139 

Class: Magic Swordswoman 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Wind Wolf 

Experience Value: 90000/410300 

Magic Power: 4100/4100 

Magic: Wind 

Attack: 1700 

Defense: 1500 

Agility: 2100 

Intelligence: 1300 

Luck: 1130 

BP: 0 

SP: 20 



Gift: Wind Chaser 

Skills: [Cooking Level 8] [Wind Arrow Level 5] [Wind Bomb Level 5] [Wind Shield Level 5] [Presence 

Detection Level 7] [Chantless Magic Level 5] [Archery Level Max] [Silent Steps Level 10] [Wind Art Level 

4] 

Special Abilities: [Original wolf] [Wind Zone] [Windless] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of the Wind] [Two-tailed Wolf] [The Diligent] [Slaughterer !] 

°°°°° 

[Leon Lionheart] 

Class: Magic Swordmaster 

Age: 19 

Male 

Race: Golden Lion 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 142 

Experience Value (XP): 1000/ 500600 

MP: 4600/4600 

Magic: Lightning/Fire 

Attack: 2000 

Defense: 1800 

Agility: 1850 

Intelligence: 1435 

Luck: 1535 

Gift: The Lionheart 

BP: 50 

SP: 50 

Skills: [Close Combat Level 10] [Swordsmanship Level 7] [Lightning Art Level 6] [Flame Shield Level 5] 

[Fireball Level 4] [Lightning Descent Level 4] [Hammer Art Level 5] 

Special Abilities: [Lionheart] [Golden Armor] [Lightning Domain] [Lion's Pride] [Roar???] 

Titles: [Unique] [Born Ruler] [Slaughterer] [Slayer] [Lightning Lord] 

°°°°° 



[Ariel Kefira Tiaret] 

Class: Magic Swordmaster 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Royal Tiger 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 140 

Experience Value: 310000/410400 

MP: 4500/4500 

Magic: Lightning/Wind/Darkness 

Attack: 2100 

Defense: 1800 

Agility: 1900 

Intelligence: 1325 

Luck: 1615 

Gift: Slayer 

BP: 0 

SP: 40 

Skills: [Close Combat Level 10] [Swordsmanship Level 7] [Lightning Art Level 6] [Shadow Clone Level 5] 

[Wind Arts Level 4] [Lightning Discharge Level 4] 

Special Abilities: [Golden Lightning Armor] [Lightning Domain] [Tiger's Mode] [Roar???] 

Titles: [Unique] [Queen of Gladiators] [Slaughterer] [Slayer] [Lightning Lord] [Hard Worker] 

°°°°°° 

[Noire] 

Class: ??? 

Age: ??? 

Female 

Race: World Wolf 

Rank 14 [Saint] ???? 



Level 138 

Experience Value: 38000/410100 

MP: 8000/8000 

Magic: Void/Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 2000 

Defense: 2000 

Agility: 2000 

Intelligence: 1400 

Luck: 1500 

Gift: ????? 

BP: ??? 

SP: ???? 

Skills: [Void Steps] [Corrosion] 

Special Abilities: ???? 

••••• 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens] 

Class: Lightning Goddess 

Age: 19 ??? 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 154 

Experience Value: 0/510600 

MP: 10300/10300 

Magic: Lightning/Ice Magic 

Attack: 2800 

Defense: 2030 

Agility: 2500 

Intelligence: 1735 



Luck: 1735 

Gift: Noble Fantasm 

BP: 0 

SP: 54 

Skills: [Ice Art Level 5] [Ice Blast Level 10] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Ice Arrows Level 10] 

[Sword Art Level 10] [Thousand Ice Steps Level 5] [Ultimate Lightning Level 10] [Flash Level 10] 

[Lightning Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Lightning Goddess Mode] [Ice Domain Level 5] [Twentieth Layered Lightning Chain] 

Titles: [Reincarnator] [Noble Queen] [Human's Goddess [Huntress] [Slayer] [Demon Slayer] (New) 

••••• 

[Lilith E. Astaroth] 

Class: Shadow Monarch 

,m Age: 19 ??? 

Female 

Race: Fallen Angel 

Rank 1??? 

Level 175 

Experience Value (XP): [??????] 

MP: 17000/17000 

Magic: Darkness/Lightning/Wind 

Attack: 6000 

Defense: 5000 

Agility: 5000 

Intelligence: 3000 

Luck: 2500 

Gift: Eternal Darkness 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Silent Steps Level 8] [Wind Art Level 7] [Dark Art Level 10] [Lightning Art 

Level 10] [Shadow Summon Level 8] [High Regeneration Level 8] 



Special Abilities: [Eternal Sleep] [Fallen Angel mode] [Monarch Domain] 

Titles: [Reincarnator] [Huntress] [Avenger] [Demon's Goddess] [Night Queen] [One that walks in the 

Shadow] 

°°°°°° 

°°°°° 

[Eins] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 17 

Male 

Race: Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 140 

Experience Value: 20000/410400 

Magic Power: 4200/4200 

Magic: Wind/Dark 

Attack: 2200 

Defense: 1750 

Agility: 2000 

Intelligence: 1800 

Luck: 1500 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Weapon: Dark Twins Daggers 

Skills: [Wind Art Level 8] [Swordsmanship Level Max] [Iaido Level Level 10] [Wind Art Level 5] [Flying 

Slash Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 10] [Dark Vision Level 7] [Dark Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Shadow Cloak] [Shadow World] 

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Shadow King] [Assassin's Pride] 
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''I won't know unless I tried it unless I've experienced the real thing,'' Alex murmured before activating 

his Nemesis's Eye. 



He could see the structure of the wheel of chaos, but unlike the mana system, it was more complex, and 

the nodes (key points) seemed non-existent,t which made things difficult for Alex, but he still had a 

solution. 

Incursio, who thought she would win as she had been spied on the ground a few minutes ago, stopped 

in her track when she found herself in the middle of the silver domain. 

''Nemesis's Domain!'' 

Alex's hair elongated, turning silver and his two eyes seemed to have turned silver; time stopped, 

everything seemed to have been erased, and Incursio was frozen, unable to move. 

Alex who looked a celestial being walked towards Incursio, although she could not move, her eyes could, 

she watched his form and was smitten. The normal Alex was without handsome but not to the point to 

cause Incursio to get smitten by his mere look, however, the current Alex's form put to shame his 

normal form, all of this to say his current form was almost perfect and was like a aphrodisiac for woman. 

Tall slender form but not lacking in muscles, his face seemed to have been carved out of divine stone by 

a divine master craftsman, his long silver air danced along the wind and his silver eyes were epitome of 

perfection, so mesmerizing that you can only stare into them, forgetting everything else. 

Incursio blinked twice to fight Alex's charm and to distract her thoughts, to have them under control she 

acknowledged her defeat. 

''I lost.'' 

''Good that you know.'' Alex declared while undoing the domain and immediately he returned to his 

normal form, to focused on the feeling and control he had while under that form he failed to see the 

disappointment that flashed through Incursio's eyes, she was not the only one though, Gracier and the 

others were disappointed as well as they could love staring at this form eternity. 

p Completely oblivious to Maria and other's thought, Alex carried on with his thought, he was thinking 

what he would achieve with Nemesis's Eye but firstly he must check his status and confirm his guess. 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 19 

Male 

Race: High Human/Asura 

Rank 15 

Level 164 [Demi-God] 

Experience Value (XP): 20000/ 530000 

MP: 8700/18010 

SE: 100/1000 



???? 

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/???? 

ATK: 6000 

DEF: 5000 

AGI: 3610 (+200) 

INT: 3750 

LUK: 2210 

BP: 0 

SP: 10 

Gift: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Accel Level 5] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level 

Level 5] (New) [Undying Body Level 6] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow 

Shift Level 5] [Blade Dance Level 5] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Drifter Level 3] [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Mana 

Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye 

of Truth Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Asura's Might] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art 

Ultimate Form: ???] [Dragon's Form] [Reaper Chains] [Dragon's breath] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] 

[Nemesis's Domain] [Nemesis's Form] (New) 

Unique ability: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate: 

[Luna Heart: 90%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 78%] 

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 80%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 75%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 60%] 

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 95 %] 

[Kuina E. Foxia 50%] 

[Eris Wolfang ???] 

[Lilith E. Astaroth ????] 

[Incursio: 40%] 



[Nemesis Silveria: 80%] 

[Nyx: 15%] 

[Noire: 30%] 

[Saeko: 70%] 

.... 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] 

''As expected I got a new ability, not bad. I will check the details later.'' He said while helping Incursio on 

her feet. 

''You became stronger.'' Incursio said while dusting her knees. 

''Well, I'm not the only one. We are all progressing.'' Alex responded while looking at Kuina and Maria 

exchanging words, he wondered what those two were talking about but albeit curious he knew better 

not to probe. 

''Big brother, I will be the next to fight right?" Gracier asked her brother, even after seeing how strong 

the latter had become still wanted to fight him. However, Alex had other plan. 

''Sorry, but you will to have among yourself I have somewhere in need to go.'' 

''No, no I want to fight you, you're so mean.'' Gracier complained but her complaint fell into deaf ears. 

''You can fight Maria, Kuina, Sakuya or Artemia.'' Alex proposed and Gracier pouted but still accepted 

her brother's offer. 

''Where are you going?" Sakuya asked the question Maria and the others wanted to ask. 

''I want to meet Eins before visiting Elseria. Don't worry it won't take long.'' Alex explained before 

vanishing, he had used Void Steps. 

''Okay, let's start.'' Marie said before turning to face Artemia and the others. 

It was not a surprise that Incursio disappeared as soon Alex was gone. 

°°°°°° 

From the outside it looks peaceful, folksy and delightful. Clay and huge, stone pillars make up most of 

the building's outer structure. 

It's difficult to see through the small, curtained windows, but the noise from within can be felt outside. 

As Alex entered the tavern through the thick, metal door, he was welcomed by a sense of home and a 

pleasant atmosphere. 

The bartender was buried in orders, but still manages to welcome him with a smile. 



It's as enchanting inside as it was on the outside. Wooden beams support the upper floor and the 

Christmas-like lights attached to them. The walls are littered with so many different memorabilia, you're 

not sure if they tried going for a specific style at one time or just put up anything they like. 

The tavern itself was packed. Tourists seem to be the primary clientele here, which could be seen as a 

bad sign. Several long tables were occupied by happy, excited groups of people, some are dancing on 

the table, while others cheer them on with clapping and yelling. The other, smaller tables are also 

occupied by people who seem to be close with the owner, though they happily welcome others among 

their midst. Even most of the stools at the bar are occupied, though nobody seems to mind more 

company. 
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After entering the tavern, Alex directly moved to the back where a lone man sat around a table; this 

man was none other than Eins, the leader of Alex's special force. 

Upon noticing his boss's arrival, Eins wanted to stand up to greet him, but Alex stopped him with his 

eyes, and he nodded; however, Eins was shocked because his master's eyes had changed color; although 

it was still heterochromia, it was now silver and blue. 

Ignoring the surprised look on Eins's face, Alex sat across from him and ordered a whisky. 

''How was your mission?" Alex asked while appraising Eins. 

[Eins] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 17 

Male 

Race: Human 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

,m Level 140 

Experience Value: 30000/410400 

Magic Power: 4200/4200 

Magic: Wind/Dark 

Attack: 2200 

Defense: 1750 

Agility: 2000 

Intelligence: 1800 

Luck: 1500 



BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Weapon: Dark Twins Daggers 

Skills: [Wind Art Level 8] [Swordsmanship Level Max] [Iaido Level Level 10] [Wind Art Level 5] [Flying 

Slash Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 10] [Dark Vision Level 7] [Dark Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Shadow Cloak] [Shadow World] 

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Shadow King] [Assassin's Pride] 

''Hum! Not bad, almost a demigod.'' Alex commented, pleased with Eins's progress. The latter felt happy 

that Alex praised him; it meant all his efforts got recognized, and he wouldn't mind hearing more praise, 

but knowing Alex was not someone that loved to waste his time, Eins shook his head and answered 

Alex's question. 

''I managed to find a few suspicious locations, and I tried exploring them, but out of seven locations, 

only one was particularly difficult to explore; no, it's impossible with my current strength. It's why I 

contacted you, I believe they must be there, or at least an important facility must be there.'' 

''Oh? And where is the location of the seventh place?" Alex asked after hearing Eins's explanation. The 

mission given to Eins was simple, to go around searching for any suspicious locations; Chaos 

Organization's headquarters might be there. He couldn't wait for Leonardo to report to him the 

organization's location; too much time had passed. Alex had the feeling that he couldn't be trusted 

anymore nor that he had ever trusted him before, just that he hoped that he would accomplish this 

mission for the sake of Camilla and others, for the sake of retrieving the Gift Alex had taken from him; 

unfortunately, the more time passed, the more Alex believed that Leonardo wouldn't complete this 

mission. He had to prepare for the worst; he should have killed him back there; however, he would have 

all the opportunity to do so in the future. 

''The location is somewhere between the two principalities, on a lone island, inside a forest. This forest 

is named the Forest of Brume; it wasn't like this thirty years ago; nobody managed to come back from 

this forest, at least nobody that really explored the real forest of Brume.'' Eins showed him the location 

of this forest on a map he brought out of his spatial ring. 

Alex memorized the location with just a look, and Eins continued with his explanation. 

''Your senses while be blocked even in the outer edge of this forest, so naturally one could imagine what 

would happen if you went deeper; I couldn't go. Master Sera contacted me, and I shared with her this 

information, and she said she would go check it.'' Eins informed him of news he wasn't expecting. 

''Sera?!'' 

Eins nodded, wondering what Alex would do because he seemed unaware that Sera was closer to his 

location; she must have been heading to the Foxia empire but switched after Eins gave this information. 

Alex frowned, not expecting this. Still he was not worried that something bad happening to her, she was 

not weak, and in a case of danger, she had the means to escape or contact him, not that it matters as he 

would go there, a small detour before going to meet Elseria as he had something to test wasn't bad? 



''I see; join Pandora and assist her. I'll contact you later.'' Alex said before vanishing. 

Eins nodded, seeing the smile on Alex's face; he must have decided to play with Sera; the two together 

might be able to find something, so he thought. 

°°°°°° 

The city of Freyport was built at the center of a delicate island and is truly a gorgeous wonder. Its 

appearance is matched by the backdrop of a gentle mountain that helped shape the city into what it is 

today. 

The trade resources these mountains brought were of great importance. Still, they were also influential 

in architectural designs, as the vast majority of buildings have been built with rocks from those very 

same mountains. 

The skyline is sprinkled with elaborate skyscrapers, and they seem to be continuously evolving as new 

additions are added even now. Technology is thriving in Freyport, and it has attracted a lot of attention. 

Various cultures have left their mark not just on the city's history but also upon the city's identity. What 

historically was a city of few differences has grown into a fusion of everything, and it's this that unites 

the 10 million people to this day. 

It's this multicultural identity that has truly left its mark. Hundreds of concession stands, bakeries, and 

bars offer a plethora of culinary choices, and those who feel hungry for something else can enjoy 

photography, arcades, one of the many parks, or one many other recreational venues. 

''This city is beautiful, as the rumors say. No wonder the two principalities desired it and were fighting 

over it; this would have continued if the Drexia empire had not intervened. Since emperor Julius's 

intervention, this city neither belonged to principalities nor the empire. Well, let's stop with the 

background history. Let's get over it and join Alex and the others.'' Sera disguised mumbled before 

vanishing; although she would have loved to visit the parks or one of the recreational venues, she 

couldn't as she didn't have much time; she wanted to meet him so much that she could only spend a 

few hours and verify something in that forest. 

A few minutes after Sera left, Alex arrived; giving a quick glance around him, he also vanished w heading 

toward Sera's location. 
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Located in the northwest of the city of Freyport was appeared to be a normal forest, well, at first glance. 

The forest was small, luminous, and flourishing. Its canopy was reigned by elm, alder, and walnut, who 

provided just enough openings for light to pass down for scattered herbs to rule the sloping and slanting 

ground below. 

Bundled tree limbs drooped from every tree, and a variety of flowers, which grew dispersed and 

sparingly, clashed with the otherwise beige lower level. 

A disharmony of wild noises, most of which were small creatures, echoed in the air, and were in 

harmony with the occasional sounds of birds of prey gliding in the air. 



''I see nothing but a normal forest, though,'' Sera mumbled as she descended from the sky and walked 

into the forest; walking inside, she did, and everything changed. 

Outside, daylight still held sway. But as soon as Sera stepped into the forest a moment ago, she 

mistakingly thought it was a normal forest; darkness surrounded her. From chirping birds to the whistle 

of the wind, one could hear absolutely nothing, as if all life vanished as soon as one stepped into the 

forest. 

Small brume started appearing all around her, and Sera could swear that the trees, which were normal a 

moment again, had turned weird-shaped and eerie; no, the entire forest had become eerie. 

Sera's heart skipped a beat. Still, she pressed on, marching with slow, careful steps as she spread her 

senses to watch out for distasteful surprises. 

''Eins did not lie; this forest must hide something; it is as if it was created to lure you in.'' She mumbled 

while recalling another piece of information Eins gave her. 

'According to him, the brume occasionally expands or shrinks, depending on factors that no one seems 

able to make sense of. Let's see what you are hiding.' 

Despite her senses, her presence detection skill not working, Sera still pressed on; she had to gain as 

much information as she could before reporting to Alex. There was no doubt that Eins should by now 

reported this information to Alex; however, busy as he was, he could not spare enough time to come to 

investigate, so the duty of investigating to acquire more information fell on her as she was passing by, 

she could spare a little bit of her time for the investigation. Sera was sure that Alex would be surprised 

to see him and even more shocked if she were to bring more information about this mysterious forest. 

Determined to give her man a nice gift, a surprise worthy of love and reward, Sera continued; however, 

she stopped and checked her status as she felt something wasn't right. 

[Sera Olivia Wexon] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 23 

Female 

Race: Human 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 143 

Experience Value (XP): 200000/ 500700 

Magic Power: 4300/4500 

Magic: Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 2215 

Defense: 2100 



Agility: 2200 

Intelligence: 1370 

Luck: 1170 

Gift: Eternal Sword 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Slash Level 10] [Evasion Level 10] [Wind Steps Level 5] [Shadowless Steps Level 8] [Darkness Art 

Level 7] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Wind Art Level 5] [Sword Art Level 7] [Presence 

Detection Level 4] (New) 

Special Abilities: [Death Hand] [Shadow World] 

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Assassin Queen] [goddess of Death] [Huntress] [Slayer] 

''Huh! As I thought, my mana was getting drained. One should not detect anything if you weren't alert. 

As someone who doesn't possess too many mana, I have to be careful and know how to spend them; 

therefore, I'm sensitive. I bet Eins didn't detect anything.'' Sera concluded, and her conclusion couldn't 

be more right on the spot; Eins didn't feel anything because he was too focused on the brume blocking 

his senses and what possibly could be in the depth of this ominous forest. 

''This forest is dangerous, without a doubt. Should I go back?" Sera contemplated; who knows how 

much mana would be drained from her as she went deeper? What would happen once she ran out of 

mana and collapsed? The response was simple and didn't need too many thoughts; she would damned, 

whatever was inside this forest as it had to be, this thing would capture her, and she would die. 

Facing the prospect of losing her life and not being able to see Alex anymore, normally, she should have 

retreated, but Sera was not normal, and she was not someone who was afraid of the unknown; on the 

contrary, facing the unknown would always make her excited because it means discovering new things, 

experiencing new challenge and challenges she loved. 

Once more, she pressed on, doing her best not let the ominous feeling creep in. She walked in deeper; 

her mana was slowly getting eaten away, yet she never stopped her feet. 

One minute passed, then two, three. With each passing minute, the brume got closer—warning the 

queen of Assassin that she neared her target. 

Suddenly, Sera her chest tightened, ominous sensations spreading through her veins as she once again 

tried spreading her senses at a distance. Strangely, the presence detection skill worked, however, as if 

trying to mess up with her didn't sense anything, and yet the ominous senses only got stronger. 

Alarmed, she came to an abrupt halt. 

'What is this feeling? Don't tell me that…' Sera didn't have the time to finish her words. One voice 

boomed out, shaking the surrounding almost as if a blizzard was passing by. 



''Bold ants! How dare you step into this sacred place?!" Boundless pressure followed that voice, pinning 

the Sera right where she stood. Unable to resist the pressure of that voice's owner, she dropped to her 

knees, trembling uncontrollably. 

Sera could not look ahead; the pressure she felt surpassed anything she had ever felt until now. There is 

no doubt that the owner of this pressure had surpassed the Demigod realm; not only did the owner's 

pressure make her unable to move, but it had also stripped her of her mana, turning her into a normal 

and fragile mortal. The Queen of Assassin had never felt so helpless before, and for a second, she 

regretted her decision to continue forward. 

'Is this the end?' She wondered with a hardened expression. 
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'Is this the end?' She wondered with a hardened expression. Once more, regret was trying to overwhelm 

her, but this time, she was the one who decided. She momentarily closed her eyes and reopened them; 

all of this happened in a flash. 

For some unknown reason, the control of her mana came back as if it was never gone to begin. 

Sera didn't believe that this was a coincidence, but she would be a fool and not make use of this 

opportunity, and so she did. 

''Shadow World.'' The world around Sera was plunged into eerie darkness as soon as she summoned her 

domain. 

''Death's han-" Barely had she begun calling the name of her most dreadful technique that everything 

vanished, and someone appeared above her. She was frozen on the spot. 

Towering above her and closer to two meters was the most handsome young man she had ever seen, 

with heterochromia eyes, a mix of silver and blue, and long silver hair. His face seemed to have been 

carved by gods; however, it was not because of the man's handsome face she stood frozen; it was 

because she recognized him. 

No matter how handsome he had become or would become, she would always recognize him because 

he was the one she gave her heart to, the one she decided to spend the rest of her life with, the eternity 

if it ever existed. The culprit was none other than Alex. 

Staring into those frozen brown eyes, Alex's lips curved up, and he asked. 

''Howdy, my sweet assassin? Do you like my surprise?" 

A moment of silence before Sera answered. 

''Of course, I do.'' She answered with a sweet smile; however, Alex didn't find this smile so sweet 

because her leg was moving dangerously closer to his groin. 

''I don't believe so. If true, then why are you trying to make me impotent?" He asked with a playful 

smile. Sera stopped her sneak attack and turned around to hide her blushing face and, more 

importantly, to control her heart, racing like a doped horse. 



''Don't know what you are talking about.'' 

''Come on, no need to be shy, love. I-'' Alex, who was about to continue teasing Sera, stopped, and his 

lips curved upward into an evil grin, and Sera, who happened to see this, immediately understood that 

what he did, he had done it with a purpose. It was not hard to predict what Alex's purpose was. 

All those theatrical lines were used to lure the real boss into the depth of the forest. His goal was simple 

what would happen if he used some cliché line to pose as the Boss while the real one was hiding 

somewhere? Obviously, the real boss would feel insulted and would come out and lay judgment on the 

one that pretended to be the boss. 

''Here he comes,'' Alex mumbled, already back into his normal form. As for the incoming monster 

already aware of his silver form, forget it; there is no way it could happen as the latter sense could 

penetrate his domain. 

''Bold ants, how dare you to play with this king? I will kill you and torture your soul.'' A powerful voice 

rang out, followed by terrifying pressure upon the duo; Sera's legs almost gave out but thanks to Alex's 

help the pressure she was feeling vanished like a joke. 

They lifted their eyes to see a gargantuan shadow beast, twelve meters long, with large wings, short 

forelegs, and a long tail. 

''D-dragon?!" Sera paled, eyes filled with fear, but Alex was unfazed as he had seen a real dragon, this 

thing looked like a dragon, but at best, it could be called a wyvern, not a real dragon. 

''You mean giant lizard?" Alex asked with his head tilted to the side. 

At first, Sera thought that maybe she had misheard but seeing the smile on his lips, she understood that 

this man was making fun of the monster in the sky and if the story about the dragon was correct. This 

thing would be pretty pissed by his comment, and. Indeedemerald wyvern was, as overlord of this place 

since he fled that elf who slaughtered them to collect their cores; nobody had talked to him as this 

punny human with a bit of strength did. He had to teach him a lesson. 

''Grrrrrrrrr!" Rattled by Alex's mocking words, the emerald wyvern grumbled in frustration; its jaws 

opened wide, assaulting Alex's group with ear-splitting roars. 

The earth cracked, and trees burst into splinters, but Alex snapped his fingers, conjuring a silver barrier 

that prevented this destructive roar from affecting them. The ease with which the punny human 

dismantled the Draconic Roar startled the monster, forcing him to give Alex a new appraisal. 

"What are you roaring at me for? I just started what I see. For some, you might be a dragon, but for me, 

you're just a giant lizard, a giant lizard with wings, no a lucky lizard with wings.'' Alex stated with a calm 

face that one would think that he was saying some earth-shattered truth. 

The emerald wyvern's face turned livid, and Sera burst out in laughter. 

''Pft! Hahahahaha. Please stop; he is too pitiful.'' She declared, and Alex looked at her strangely. 

''What?" She was confused by the look he was giving her. 

Alex shook his head. ''Nothing, but you got the potential.'' 



Sera didn't ask what potential Alex was talking about because she felt like beating the shit out of him if 

she were ever to know. 

Meanwhile, the emerald wyvern in the sky felt insulted, its dignity tossed and trampled by this couple. 

The monster never knew that words could be so infuriating. 

However, the following sentence that came out of Alex's mouth made the emerald wyvern wobble, 

almost falling. 

''It is decided, you will become a pet. Her pet.'' Alex said, pointing at Sera; the latter was shocked by the 

sudden declaration. 

''Me?" She pointed at her, unsure if Alex was joking or seriously talking. Joking because he might be 

trying to anger the emerald wyvern to death. 
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''It is decided, you will become a pet. Her pet.'' Alex said, pointing at Sera; the latter was shocked by the 

sudden declaration. 

''Me?" She pointed at her, unsure if Alex was joking or seriously talking. Joking because he might be 

trying to anger the emerald wyvern to death because he could do that; he was that shameless. 

''Yes! Didn't say last time you need a pet to run some errands?" Alex calmly stated, and Sera's mouth 

twitched, too lazy to answer this shameless man. 

The emerald wyvern had enough and roared; this time, instead of a normal roar, the monster breathed 

toxic breath, but as soon it left its mouth, it was frozen by a special bullet, an ice bullet. 

The emerald wyvern froze and once more reevaluated Alex's level. 

Cracking his neck, any playfulness disappeared from his face, and Alex said. 

''You seemed to be mistaking something here. I'm not asking you to be his pet, but I'm stating the truth. 

You don't have your say here. Just because of your punny level 157, do you think you're almighty? Don't 

make me laugh.'' 

The emerald wyvern stood frozen in the air after hearing Alex's declaration. How did he know its level? 

Is he a special human? Those with special eyes? Many questions ran through the wyvern's mind, but all 

stopped when Alex released his strength and activated his second form. The dragon form. 

''Isn't this? No…impossible! How could you be…" 

The emerald wyvern couldn't finish his words. 

A mighty dragon aura rolled out, powering every fiber of Alex's being with overwhelming destruction 

force. 

Facing this dragon aura, the wyvern, proud of its bloodline as it was the closest to the original, felt like a 

fake copy. Without a doubt, death was closing in, and to survive, the monster had to strike first, 

regardless of the pressure and what its bloodline was telling him. 



''KILL!!" The word came with a deafening roar, and like a hail of breathing projectiles, the emerald 

wyvern threw itself at Alex, its scaled wings spreading wide and flapping faster than the human eye 

could follow. 

Many images of emerald wyverns appeared in the sky; the monster had used one of its special abilities, 

Hundred mirages. 

"GRRRRRRRRRRRR!" Hundred draconic Roars reverberated through the sky before combining into a 

dreadful breath capable of erasing everything on its path. 

Sera was calm because her man was calm; she believed he would easily take care of this monster, and 

indeed he didn't disappoint her. 

In his dragon form, Alex left eye, which had turned golden, reverted to its original color, silver, and 

siphoned some of the silver energy Alex ordered. 

''Discard!" 

One, only one word, and the terrifying breath were erased just like that. 

''What?'' The emerald wyvern was shocked; no word could describe the shock its brain went through 

facing the absurdity that had just occurred. 

''Time for some pummeling.'' Alex declared before his body vanished. 

The emerald wyvern was back to its senses and tried to maneuver its body; alas, it was already too late. 

Alex reappeared above the emerald wyvern, and his feet raised high before bringing it down into its 

back 

''UGH!" With irresistible force, Alex's feet slammed into the dragon's back, dragging it to the ground. But 

by the time the emerald's wyvern brain made sense of the blow, Alex had whirled towards its large chin. 

His right hand clenched into a claw, sending a dreadful uppercut. 

Bang! BOOM! 

The dragon's large mouth fell open, and blood sprayed out as its body was sent spiraling into the 

sky. Alex reappeared just above the monster and kicked him toward the; the emerald wyvern's body cut 

through the air like a bullet but faster than a bullet, Alex reappeared below it and kicked it toward the 

sky again. This was repeated again and again. 

And after a moment, the monster was drenched in its own blood; half of its scales were broken, blood 

oozing from them. 

Sera closed her eyes, unable to watch any longer the pitiful dragon get beaten into such a state. 

Bam ! BOOM! 

The emerald wyvern's body slammed onto the earth, creating a big crater on the ground. Alex landed on 

top of the beast, his feet pressing against its head. The dragon was in immense pain. 



A burning sensation radiated from its chest, nails digging deep into the earth in search of relief from this 

agony. He wanted to give up; there was no way he could keep going feeling like this. For a moment, the 

emerald wyvern focused on the pain, honing in on every sensation. Where it came from, how badly it 

hurt and how badly he wanted it to stop. 

He grunted, determined to block out the pain and ignore the voices begging them not to stop. But he 

felt sore all over; the injury was clearly taking its toll on his entire body. 

The emerald wyvern thought he could survive even after seeing that Alex could transform into a dragon 

form; his bloodline was purer and could seal him. He thought if he had the initiative, he could win, but 

unfortunately, reality was another thing; he could not leave a single scratch; no, he could not even touch 

Alex. From the beginning to the end, he got completely beaten up; Alex suppressed and beat him like a 

toy; he could do nothing but suffer. 

The emerald wyvern wondered what he did do to the gods to be this unlucky; a few years ago, it was 

that freak of an elf; she appeared and slaughtered them as if they were cattle; he escaped by sacrificing 

his brethren, found this place and hide, lured adventurers, consumed them to build his strength until it 

reached the Demigod realm. He thought he had become invincible, he could go out and conquer more 

land, but fate had something else in store for him. 

Before his grand domination would begin, before he would consume more quality adventurers to 

evolve, a freak appeared and beat him beyond words. 

Standing on the trembling dragon, Alex crossed his arms. 

''So?" 

''I-i surrender, sir. I'll become her pet.'' The emerald wyvern declared, trembling. 

''Good decision.'' Alex declared, happy to have acquired a pet for his woman. 

Meanwhile, the once proud emerald wyvern felt like crying but had no tears. He was beaten into 

submission. He wondered what fate awaited him besides this monster. 
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''Change into a smaller form and a cute one, that is.'' After giving the emerald wyvern the time to heal, 

Alex gave it this order. 

The fearful dragon nodded and immediately turned into a small cute creature; instead of a dragon, he 

looked like a green cat with a small wing minus the fur. 

Pleased with form, Alex spun in Sera's direction, but before talking to her, he said. 

''Cough out all the treasures you have amassed, and better not play me.'' 

The emerald wyvern, now in a small form, almost fainted. 

'Master, you beat me into submission, but as if this was not enough, you now trying to rob me of my 

treasures? Can you be any crueler?' The poor dragon's eyes seemed to be asking, but Alex paid no heed 

to it and pocketed all treasure the dragon brought after disappearing and reappearing again. 



''Now it's yours. You can name it as you want.'' Alex said as he ordered the emerald wyvern to go to 

Sera. 

Holding the cute little thing that was like a plushie, Sera squeezed it before shaking her head. 

,m ''I think you should give it to Luna; it would guard her. Well, even if she doesn't need it. This cutie 

suited her more than me.'' Sera refused Alex's gift, which left him speechless; if he didn't know her 

better, he would have said that she refused because she was angry with him for not calling her regularly; 

however, knowing Sera her suggestion was genuine, this pet doesn't suit her, she wouldn't mind giving it 

to others and patiently wait for hers. 

Having understood the logic beyond her refusal, Alex accepted it. 

''Okay, you will look after it until I hand it over to Luna. Let's not name it for now. Let's leave. I'm tired, 

and I deserve a reward, don't you think?" Alex declared with a mysterious smile on his face. 

Sera rolled her eyes at him but still answered nonetheless. 

''Of course, but later you will tell everything I've missed.'' She added a condition. Her eyes were locked 

on his left eye, and he understood what she was trying to imply. 

''Sure.'' There was no harm in sharing some of his secrets as he decided beforehand to do it with his 

loved ones. 

Approaching and holding Sera by the waist, Alex activated his Void ability, and the trio disappeared and 

reappeared in Avalon, inside the Blue Haven Villa. 

''Welcome, master. Mrs. Elseria said to find her as soon as you come.'' The head butlers greeted Alex 

and informed him of the message left behind by Typhania. 

''I understood. Take off this thing. I'll go see her later.'' Alex said and tossed the emerald wyvern to the 

butler while, together with Sera, they disappeared into the villa. 

One hour later, after taking a bath and eating a light meal, Sera and Alex sat in his room around a table. 

She was sitting on his lap. 

''So it what happened.'' Alex marveled at to how Lilith handled the empire's affairs after ascending to 

the throne; there was almost a voice against her acting as a ruler, either because of fear or because she 

was one of the last members of the imperial bloodline. 

To stop the future rebellion, Lilith had her loyal subordinates take the most important position in the 

empire besides that of the emperor, well, now it's empress. In the duke position, apart from the three 

dukes loyal to her father and their bloodline, the remaining five were her subordinates. 

Amused by Lilith's cleverness, Alex summoned a plate full of exotic fruits. The exotic fruits' candied scent 

teased Sera's nose, and her lips instinctively reached out for them. Alas, Alex moved the skewered fruits 

out of Sera's way, raising the strawberry to his lips and holding it there, his eyes daring Sera to make a 

move. 

"What a naughty man.'' 



Sera frowned and blushed both at the same time at this blatant provocation. Still, she wouldn't let the 

sweet candied fruits escape her as she loved them. The childish nature that took over whenever she 

stood before delicacies resurfaced, and she leaned in, taking a bite off the closest strawberry. 

Though separated by fruit and skewer, Sera's lips stood dangerously close to Alex's. Alex, too took a bite, 

and together, they ate the fruit; their lips brushed in the process, and as soon as the last bite had 

vanished in Alex's mouth, Sera's lips connected to his, her eyes playful as she knew he was after this all 

along. 

Undisturbed by the playfulness in his lover's eyes, Alex wrapped his arms around Sera's waist, keeping 

her body glued to his lips and savoring the taste of her pink lips. 

The normal kiss evolved from ordinary to a sensual one where they explored each other mouth as their 

tongues fought for supremacy but untimely, this led to Alex's victory. 

Gasping for breath Sera tapped on Alex's robust chest and said. 

''You are so naughty that I'm lost for word.'' 

''Well, you like me this way, don't you?" He teased her, and she didn't deny it. On the contrary, she 

acknowledged it. 

''I love everything about you. I love your naive self, your confident self, your arrogant self; I like 

everything about you.'' Alex quietly listened to Sera, not disturbing her in the slightest as he felt like 

there was more she wanted to say, and as a good listener, he should behave like one; therefore, he 

continued to listen. 

''Maybe it is what it means to be in love. Previously when I hadn't fallen in love, I'd always thought of 

love as useless emotion, a tool to accomplish my goal, but I was wrong; love is a powerful emotion we 

all need; it doesn't matter our gender or race. Love is important. Love is a quiet emotion that in time 

becomes part of the oxygen you need to breathe, and so though you may feel not sure that it's there, 

any form of removal and the emotions begin to choke.'' 

''Falling in love with you has taught me this. Although afraid of what future holds in store for us, I believe 

that together will can overcome all adversaries. Let's begin.'' 

She said before they moved toward the bed. 

''Let's me reward you.'' She said before kneeling between Alex's legs; the way she looked at him sent a 

shiver down to the black prince's spine. 

Letting her body do the talking, Sera reached for Alex's belt, untying it with slow, teasing pulls as her 

arms purposely rested and rubbed on Alex's shaft. After some fiddling, the belt fell to the side, and by 

the time Sera had lowered Alex's pants, his cock had sprung free, smacking her in the cheeks. 

''Ah! I missed this monster.'' Sera mumbled. 

Alex stretched his hand out, lifting Sera's chin. Her eyes rose to meet his; the two seemed to want to see 

in each other souls; all they could see was their love for each other. 

Suddenly Sera stuck her tongue out, licking his finger while her hand grabbed his shaft. 



Alex pulled his hand back. Giving Sera free reign to do with his cock as he pleased. She didn't waste 

more time on games, directly flicking her tongue over Alex's shaft, pressing and licking up and down 

while her hands wrapped around the base, pumping the bulging meat with firm strokes. 

At first, she maintained a slow and steady pace. Then, her moves grew more hurried. Her saliva basted 

all corners of Alex's cock, but as the shaft tensed in her hands, Sera's grip tightened on the base, 

preventing his milk from rising to the tip. Here, she pulled down her nightgown, letting her breasts 

spring free and smack into his shaft. As if relishing the taste of Alex's cock, she flicked her tongue over 

her lips, then, with one jerking move, trapped our monk's cock between the largest mountain peaks it 

ever had the chance to enjoy. 

"Ohh! Good," Alex moaned. 

Like a ladder to blissful heaven, her breast brought Alex closer to orgasm, but he managed to hold back. 

Meanwhile, Sera continued her job. Her saliva spread on her chest, perfecting the friction. Confident in 

her assets, the assassin queen smiled at her man, kissing the tip of his cock before pressing and gyrating 

her tits all over Alex's cock. 

"Master, your servant can't tell if she's doing well. Do you enjoy the service?" Sera got into character, 

her sultry, honeyed voice teasing Alex just as much as her modest breasts were compressing his cock, 

further increasing Alex's sensation. 

''You are doing your best. I'm enjoying it.'' Alex gave his honest praise, which made Sera's cheeks red, 

but she continued with her job. She stuck her tongue out for a lewd, teasing look, then pressed on the 

head of Alex's shaft, swallowing his cock, and going all the way down in one move. 

"Ohhh!" Alex didn't have the time to adjust to Sera's warm and moist throat that the queen of assassin 

dragged tongue and throat up on his meat, bobbing on the tip while kneading her breasts over his 

reddening cock. 

''I'm sure I'll enjoy this reward as you will,'' Alex mumbled amidst the moans. 
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"Ohhh!" Alex didn't have the time to adjust to Sera's warm and moist throat that the queen of assassin 

dragged tongue and throat up his meat, bobbing on the tip while kneading her breasts over his 

reddening cock. 

''I'm sure I'll enjoy this reward as you will,'' Alex mumbled amidst the moans. 

Sera continued servicing Alex with her utmost care, the way she squeezed his holy spear between her 

twin peaks and how she rolled her tongue along his shaft made Alex's spine experience countless 

shivers, and he ejaculated a copious amount of semen into the depth of her throat, and she swallowed 

everything. 

While Sera was cleaning Alex's cock, which was still standing proudly despite having released a copious 

amount of semen, Alex decided not to say idling. His right thumb sneaked under Sera's panties, pressing 

on and massaging her clit with slow yet firm rotations. 



"Ohhhhh!" Sera bit her lower lip, stifling a loud moan. Her hands clenched on Alex's shoulders, holding 

on for dear life as her legs trembled and her thighs clamped on his monk's arm. 

Sera's head bobbed up and down. With an impish smile, Alex let go of her tits, wrapping his arm around 

her waist and sinking his hand into her bouncy ass cheeks. His hand pulled on Sera's panties, making the 

drenched fabric pass through her dripping pussy and stir up her walls with one sharp stroke. 

"Ahhh…Noooooo!" The jolt of electricity coursing through her body made a mess of the queen of 

assassin's mind. 

Sera, who was sensitive to Alex's teasing and the service she provided, got an orgasm and therefore was 

still sensitive, but Alex was not going to let her rest; he penetrated her right off the bat, sending a bout 

of electric shiver down to her spine. Sera's eyes rolled into the back of her head, her pussy's lips 

spreading to suck in Alex's cock and drag it up her walls. Her knees gave out, and she dropped on Alex's 

cock, sinking to the base, and impaling herself so that his shaft kissed her cervix. 

''Ohhhhh!" She moaned as she threw her head backward and accepted the pleasure threatening to 

overwhelm her very soul. Her tongue lolled out, and she trembled in raw delight. 

Fully aware of what was about to come, Sera braced herself. Her head bent at a perpendicular angle, 

and taking this as a signal, Alex slammed her down his hardened shaft, pounding her up and down while 

giving her no chance to get into a rhythm. 

''Ohh yes!!!!!" 

Sera's moans flowed out, a perfect match for her juice which leaked and mixed with Alex's precum, 

drenching the bed with abundant love juice, a testament of the evil taking place but neither cared as 

they seemed too far gone to worry about something like that, only pleasure and the sound of flesh 

slamming into each other resounded through the room creating a lustful atmosphere capable of sending 

daring to enter it into a beast mode. 

Meanwhile, Alex kept impaling Sera's walls, reaching new heights. 

Pah! Pah! 

These harmonious sounds continued until Alex's cock bulged in the Sera's inner flesh walls, spreading 

them farther apart and causing her lust-glazed eyes to roll back and forth. 

Again, she fell to another orgasm. Her hips grew weak, overwhelmed by Alex's cock. 

Without warning, Alex rose from the bed, lifting Sera by the butt. Her pussy's walls tightened in 

excitement to what was about to come, but with a casual spin, Alex turned towards the bed, lowering 

her on the bed with her twin peaks kissing the soft mattress. 

He didn't forget to take one moment to appreciate Sera's beautiful curves again. 

''Here we go.'' He declared before ramming his cock up her cunt. 

''Ohhhh!" 



The sound of flesh clapping flesh boomed throughout the room, almost breaking through the 

soundproof bedroom and reaching people outside. 

Pah! Pah! 

Alex continued to indulge, ramming his shaft into her moist pussy from behind for two minutes before 

taking hold of her hair and yanking it backward, albeit gently. 

''Nooooo!" 

This move made Sera tighten her cunt around his cock as if she wished to crush Alex's stick meat. 

''Ugh!!" This move overwhelmed our black prince, making him sprint his movements. He pinched her 

erected nipple, rolling his fingers on her clit. 

''Ohhhh! Cumming !" Sera had another orgasm, and Alex followed, deposing everything in the depth of 

her cunt. 

The two stayed in this position for a moment before Alex removed his placid cock, and Sera cleaned it. 

Just as she finished, she started playing with it. 

''I'm sure you're not satisfied. Shall we do role-playing sex?" 

Alex's eyes shone, many ideas ran through his mind, and a perverted smile found its way to his face. He 

whispered something into Sera's ears, and the latter flinched, but as the one who suggested this idea, it 

would be weird to run away, so she nodded. 

''Sure, why not.'' 

~ a Few minutes later. 

Sera was sitting on Alex's tights with his spear pointed at her entrance; her face seemed to be struggling 

as if fighting against something; however, this stopped when Alex pierced deep inside her, reaching the 

deepest corner of her pussy. 

''I will make you forget about your husband; the only thing you will think about from now onward will be 

my dick, nothing else,'' Alex asked while moving his waist. 

"Ahnn…!" She moaned loudly and curved her neck up. She then hugged Alex's neck and started to move 

up and down. 

"Ahnnn, ugh, ahn, h-husband, I'm sorry… I-I betrayed you…" Sera said with a bit of sadness mixed with 

lust. 

Soon, though, her sadness disappeared, and only lust remained. 

"… Sorry… Sorry… Sorry… But I like this…! Ughn… ahn… Good!" 

Sera wriggled her butt eagerly, and her white legs opened sideways to allow his huge member to push 

deeper inside her. Nectar gushed out of her flower garden as a stream. 

The guilt she felt due to cheating on her husband and having sex while he was away eating her sanity; 

made her frown, and Alex felt excited when he saw the troubled expression on her face and heard her 



crazy moans. This ignited his lust, and his libido surged up again, making him thrust inside her soft, 

warm, and wet pussy in a crazed manner. 

Her tender and sensitive labia rubbed against his shaft fiercely, and his gland did the same, bringing 

even more pleasure to them. The two kept reaching one high after another, immersed heart and mind 

within the pleasure. 

Alex kept ramming his thighs to her sensitive body while his hands rubbed and caressed Sera's perfectly 

round buttocks. With each thrust, love fluids rushed out of her pussy, drenching him. 

Sera could not endure this soul-melting pleasure and forget about everything around her. She forgot 

that she was cheating. The only thing that mattered was the heavenly feeling coursing through her body 

and soul. 

Because they were in role-playing, he had to do his part, and so he did. He was surprised when Sera let 

go of all restraints at this degree. She even coiled her legs around him and opened the womb entrance 

ultimately to tell him to make a mess out of her, and he felt obliged to do so. 

Instantly, Alex's cock reached her womb and broke inside it. 

"Ahnnnn…..!" Sera let out a loud cry and shivered deeply. The sudden pain and pleasure made her 

orgasm in one go. 

The amount of love juice she let out was even greater than the previous ones. Alex's legs were 

completely drenched. 

Alex grunted in excitement and pushed her down, changing their position to the missionary position and 

starting a new round of fierce pounding. 

He pressed down her body without mercy, not giving her time to leave the afterglow of the orgasm. 

Instead, he attacked even more aggressively, causing Sera's vagina to contract around his shaft like a 

tightly coiled snake. 

"Husband…! Sorry!!!" Sera let out a loud cry and hugged Alex's neck. The latter smirked and kissed her 

lips, owning her body and soul completely, and making her his. 

She felt another orgasm coming. 

And with a long shiver, she orgasmed again. 

However, he continued attacking her and pounding her fiercely, and enjoying the feeling of her flesh 

opening and closing to receive him wholeheartedly. 

By her third orgasm, she was finally unable to endure anymore. She moaned loudly and spasmed as 

though an electric current was attacking her. 

At the same time, her throat let out a strange, unintelligible moan, and her body clung to Alex as if her 

life depended on it. 

Seeing that, Alex increased his speed for one last sprint. Finally, he reached into her womb and injected 

all the semen he had accumulated in her. 



Sera let out a loud moan and closed her eyes, lying powerlessly in the bed. 

"… So good…" She muttered with a dazed expression. 

Alex smiled and looked beside me. There, a pair of brown eyes met his eyes and smiled lustfully. 

"… You are still so hard…." Sera, in a married woman's role, whispered. 

He smiled and grabbed her waist. Then, he entered her again without mercy. There's a lot more to do. 

This was just the beginning. 

Once more, her moans resounded in the room. 

 


